Chronic mild stress augments MPTP induced neurotoxicity in a murine model of Parkinson's disease.
Depression is frequently encountered during Parkinson's disease (PD) as a non-motor feature, which has been reported to cause and exaggerate motor deficits and neurodegenerative events in experimental PD models. We studied the effect of chronic mild stress (CMS) (pre, post and pre & post) exposure mediated depression on motor and non-motor symptoms, oxidative stress, inflammation and brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) levels and its related signalling molecules against the 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine/probenecid (MPTP/p) induced neurotoxicity in mice. CMS and MPTP/p-coexposed C57BL/6 mice exhibited low neuromuscular strength and stride length with enhanced oxidative stress and inflammation as compared to CMS or MPTP/p alone exposed mice. Coexposure diminished the levels of BDNF and expressions of p-TrkB, p-ERK/ERK, p-AKT/AKT and p-CREB in nigrostriatal regions as compared to those of the alone exposure. CMS alone exposed mice showed more anxiety related behaviour with diminished expression of serotonin transporter as compared to MPTP/p alone injected group. Post-stress exposure to MPTP/p mice exhibited lowest motor and reflecting higher anxiety state with greatest enhancement in inflammation and reduction in the protein expression of stress and cell signalling markers as compared to pre and pre & post stress exposed PD mice. However, pre- and pre & post CMS exposed PD animals are more vulnerable to oxidative stress as compared with post-stress experienced MPTP/p mice. CMS mediated depression exacerbates motor/non-motor symptoms in MPTP/p-PD animals by modulating oxidative stress and various signalling molecules. Our results suggested that stress induced NMS can accelerate neurodegenerative processes in the PD in a progressive or expedited manner.